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AMENITIES PANEL FOR PASSENGER SEAT FOR HOLDING PASSENGER BELONGINGS AND DEVICES

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/399,898,

filed September 26, 201 6 and entitled AMENITIES POCKET FOR PASSENGER

BELONGINGS AND DEVICES, and the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

62/478,969, filed on March 30, 201 7 and entitled NEW GENERATION OF ECONOMY

CLASS OFFERING ENHANCED PASSENGER EXPERIENCE, which are both incorporated

in their entireties by this reference.

FIELD OF THE E T O

[0002] This application relates to passenger seats, and more particularly to an amenities

panel for a passenger seat.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Passenger vehicles, such as aircraft, buses, trains, ships, and automobiles, include

passenger seats for passengers. It is common for a passenger to carry a number of personal

belongings that he or she may wish to access and/or use during travel, such as a passport,

computer, glasses, wallet, tablet, phone, book or other literature, drink container, etc.

However, storage of such personal belongings is generally limited to the passenger's bag or

a literature pocket on the passenger seat, such as a passenger aircraft seat.

[0004] While the passenger's bag may provide sufficient storage space, the bag typically

must be stowed during travel and is not easily accessible. Alternatively, the literature pocket

provides only a limited space for small items, and thus provides insufficient storage options

to the passenger. Moreover, because the literature pocket is typically covered (e.g . , by a tray

table when deployed) and at a lower location on the back of the seat, passengers fear that

they will forget items placed in the literature pocket.

[0005] As a result, there is still a need for a passenger seat that accommodates the

passenger's belongings during travel.

SUMMARY

[0006] The terms "invention," "the invention," "this invention" and "the present invention"

used in this patent are intended to refer broadly to all of the subject matter of this patent and



the patent claims below. Statements containing these terms should be understood not to

limit the subject matter described herein or to limit the meaning or scope of the patent claims

below. Embodiments of the invention covered by this patent are defined by the claims below,

not this summary. This summary is a high-level overview of various embodiments of the

invention and introduces some of the concepts that are further described in the Detailed

Description section below. This summary is not intended to identify key or essential features

of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used in isolation to determine the

scope of the claimed subject matter. The subject matter should be understood by reference

to appropriate portions of the entire specification of this patent, any or all drawings, and each

claim.

[0007] According to certain exampies, a passenger seat includes a backrest, a tray table,

and an amenities panel. The backrest includes a forward-facing side and an aft-facing side.

The tray table includes an upper surface and a lower surface. The tray table is pivotaily

connected to the backrest and movable between a stowed position and a deployed position.

The amenities panel is connected to the backrest and positioned between the forward-facing

side of the backrest and the upper surface of the tray table when the tray table is in the

stowed position. The amenities panel includes at least one convenience feature.

[000S] In some exampies, the amenities panel includes an aft-facing side, and the aft-

facing side of the amenities panel faces the upper surface of the tray table when the tray

table is in the stowed position in various cases, the at least one convenience feature

includes a shelf having a body defining a support surface, and the shelf is pivotabie relative

to the aft-facing side of the amenities panel between a stowed position and a deployed

position when the tray table is in the deployed position . In certain cases, the support surface

includes support grooves extending across a width of the sheif. In various exampies, the

shelf further includes a sheif extension . A width of the shelf extension is less than a width of

the body of the shelf. In various examples, the shelf extension is slidable relative to the body

of the shelf between a deployed position and a stowed position when the tray table is in the

deployed position . In certain examples, wherein the aft-facing side of the amenities panel

defines a shelf-receiving cavity, wherein the shelf is positionable within the shelf-receiving

cavity when the shelf is in the stowed position, and wherein a lower surface of the shelf is

substantially flush with the aft-facing side of the amenities panel when the sheif is in the

stowed position.

[0009] In various exampies, the at least one convenience feature includes a cup holder.

The cup holder is pivotaily connected to the amenities panel and movable between a stowed

position and a deployed position. In some exampies, the amenities panel further defines a



cup holder cavity configured to receive the cup holder when the cup holder is in the deployed

position.

[001 0] n various aspects, the at least one convenience feature includes an electronics

connector, and the amenities panel further includes an electronics connector cover

configured to selectively cover the electronics connector when not in use. In certain aspects,

the passenger seat further includes an In-Flight Entertainment (IFE) monitor connected to

the electronics connector.

[ 0 In some examples, the at least one convenience feature includes at least one of a

bungee pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee band, a mirror, a wireless payment system,

cable storage, or a wireless charging system. In various cases, the amenities panel includes

a plurality of convenience features.

[001 2 According to certain aspects, an amenities panel for a passenger seat includes a

body including an aft-facing side. The body is configured to connect to a backrest of the

passenger seat and be positioned between a forward-facing side of the backrest and a

stowed tray fable. The amenities panel also includes at least one convenience feature on the

aft-facing side.

[001 3 In some cases, the at least one convenience feature includes a shelf including a

body defining a support surface. The shelf is pivotable relative to the aft-facing side of the

amenities panel between a stowed position and a deployed posit ion in various examples,

the shelf further includes a shelf extension, and a width of the shelf extension is less than a

width of the body of the shelf. In some aspects, the shelf extension is siidable relative to the

body of the shelf between a deployed position and a stowed position . In various aspects, the

aft-facing side defines a shelf-receiving cavity, and the shelf is positionable within the shelf-

receiving cavity when the shelf is in the stowed position. In some cases, a lower surface of

the shelf is substantially flush with the aft-facing side of the amenities panel when the shelf is

in the stowed position.

[001 4] According to various examples, a passenger seat includes a backrest, a tray table

connected to the backrest and movable between a stowed position and a deployed position,

and an amenities panel including at least one convenience feature. The amenities panel is

connected to the backrest and positioned between the backrest and the tray table when the

tray table is in the stowed position.

[001 5] In some examples, the tray table substantially covers the amenities panel when the

tray table is in the stowed position in various examples, the at least one convenience

feature includes at least one of a shelf, a cup holder, an electronics connector, a bungee



pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee band , a mirror, a wireless payment system, cable

storage, or a wireless charging system. In certain examples, the amenities panel includes a

plurality of convenience features.

[001 8] Various implementations described in the present disclosure can include additional

systems, methods, features, and advantages, which cannot necessarily be expressly

disclosed herein but will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art upon examination of

the following detailed description and accompanying drawings. It is intended that all such

systems, methods, features, and advantages be included within the present disclosure and

protected by the accompanying claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[001 7 The features and components of the following figures are illustrated to emphasize

the general principles of the present disclosure. Corresponding features and components

throughout the figures can be designated by matching reference characters for the sake of

consistency and clarity.

[001 8 FIG. 1 is a front perspective view of a passenger seat assembly according to

aspects of the current disclosure.

[001 9 FIG. 2 is a rear perspective view of the passenger seat assembly of FIG. 1 with a

configuration of amenities panels.

[ 20] FIG. 3 is another rear perspective view of the passenger seat assembly of FIG. 1

with the configuration of amenities panels.

[0021] FIG. 4 is a rear view of the passenger seat assembly of FIG. 1 with the configuration

of amenities panels.

[0022] FIG. 5 is a rear view of the passenger seat assembly of FIG. 1 with another

configuration of amenities panels.

[0023] FIG. 6A is a rear view of a passenger seat assembly with an amenities panel and a

tray table in a stowed position according to aspects of the present disclosure.

[0024] FIG. 6B is another rear view of the passenger seat of FIG. 6A with the tray table in a

deployed position.

[0025] FIG. 7A is a rear perspective view of the passenger seat of FIG. 6A.

[0026] FIG. 7B is another rear perspective view of the passenger seat of FIG. 8A.



[ 027 F G. 8A illustrates an example of an amenities panel according to aspects of the

current disclosure.

[0028] FIG. 8B illustrates an example of an amenities panel according to aspects of the

current disclosure.

[0029] FIG. 8C illustrates an example of an amenities panel according to aspects of the

current disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[003D] The subject matter of embodiments of the present invention is described here with

specificity to meet statutory requirements, but this description is not necessarily intended to

limit the scope of the claims. The claimed subject matter may be embodied in other ways,

may include different elements or steps, and may be used in conjunction with other existing

or future technologies. This description should not be interpreted as implying any particular

order or arrangement among or betv/een various steps or elements except when the order of

individual steps or arrangement of elements is explicitly described. Directional references

such as "forward," "aft," "up," "down," "top," "left," "right," "front," "back," and "corners," among

others are intended to refer to the orientation as illustrated and described in the figure (or

figures) to which the components and directions are referencing .

[0031] In one aspect, disclosed is an amenities panel for a passenger seat, such as an

aircraft passenger seat, and associated methods, systems, devices, and various apparatus.

The amenities panel includes a body and at least one convenience feature it would be

understood by one of skill in the art that the disclosed amenities panel is described in but a

few exemplary aspects among many.

[0032] The amenities panel is configured to connect to a backrest of a passenger seat in

some examples, the passenger seat includes a tray table, and the amenities panel is

configured to be positioned between the tray table and the backrest when the tray table is

stowed. Typically, the area behind the tray table (when stowed) is an empty and unused

area with dress cover fabric of the passenger seat. By providing the amenities panel in this

area behind the tray table when the tray table is stowed , the amenities panel can support a

number of functions without sacrificing any of the limited personal living space of the

passenger. In addition, this location of the amenities panel allows a passenger's items to be

more accessible and placed in usable places.

[0033] In some examples, the amenities panel may be constructed from various plastics,

aluminum, stainless steel, aramid fibers, polycarbonate, polypropylene, other metallic



materials, composite materials, or other similar materials. Depending on the needs of the

end user, the amenities panel is customizable such that a number of convenience features

may be included with the amenities panel, including, but not limited to, a shelf, a cup holder,

phone/passport storage, electronic payment systems, wireless charging systems, literature

pockets, USB ports or other electronic connectors, headset cable storage, a mirror, a

bungee surface, a bungee pocket, and various other convenience features.

[ 034 FIGs. 1-5 illustrate an example of a passenger seat assembly 100. The passenger

seat assembly 0 includes a base 102 and a backrest 104. In the present example, the

passenger seat assembly 100 is capabie of carrying a quantity of three passengers, and

accordingly has three backrests 104. It will be appreciated that in various other examples,

the passenger seat assembly 10 can be capabie of carrying any desired number of

passengers, such as one passenger, two passengers, three passengers, four passengers,

or any other desired number of passengers. In these examples, the passenger seat

assembly 100 can likewise have any desired number of corresponding backrests 104. Each

backrest 1 4 has a forward-facing side 114 and an aft-facing side 116 (see FIG. 2). When

used by the passenger, the forward-facing side 114 is a side against which a passenger may

rest his or her back. The aft-facing side 16 generally faces away from the passenger when

used. In various examples, passenger vehicles, such as aircraft, include rows of passenger

seat assemblies 100, and the aft-facing side 116 of one passenger seat faces the passenger

in the behind passenger seat.

[0035] The passenger seat assembly 100 may also include a backrest cover 106 thai

covers the cushioning and frame members forming the backrest 104, a base cover 1 8 that

covers the cushioning and frame members forming the base 102, armrests 1 8 , headrests

120, and legs 10 . In some cases, the passenger seat assembly 100 optionally includes a

luggage bar 112 , although it need not. In various cases, the passenger seat assembly

may also optionally include an FE monitor 128 (see FIG. 2), although it need not (see FIGs.

7A-B).

[0036] in some examples, a tray table 122 is pivotally connected to the passenger seat

assembly 100. n various examples, the number of tray tables 122 correlates with the

number of backrests 104, although it need not. The tray table 122 is movable between a

stowed position (see FIGs. 1 and 2) and a deployed position (see FIGs. 3-5). In the stowed

position , the tray table 122 is adjacent to the backrest 104, and an upper surface 126 of tray

table 122 faces the aft-facing side 116 of the backrest 1 4 while a lower surface 124 of the

tray table 122 faces away from the aft-facing side 116 . In the deployed position, the tray

table 122 is spaced apart from the backrest 104, and the upper surface 126 generally faces



upwards. In the deployed position , the passenger may optionally place various items o

belonging on the upper surface 28 (see FIG. 5). The tray table 22 may be constructed

from various plastics, aluminum, stainless steel, aramid fibers, polycarbonate,

polypropylene, other metallic materials, composite materials, or other similar materials.

[ 037 Optionally, as illustrated in FIG. 2 , the passenger seat assembly 100 may include

literature pockets 130 below the tray tables 122. As illustrated in FIG. 3 , when the tray table

122 is in the deployed position, access to the literature pockets 130 is limited.

[ 038 Referring to FIGs. 3-5, in various examples, an amenities panel 32 s provided with

the passenger seat assembly 1Q0. The amenities panel 132 includes a body 134 and at

least one convenience feature. In some examples, the amenities panel 132 includes a

plurality of convenience features. The amenities panel 32 is connected to the passenger

seat assembly 00. in some examples, each backrest 104 includes an amenities panel 32,

although they need not (see FIG. 5).

[ 039 The amenities panel 132 is provided at a location on the backrest 104 thai is

between the upper surface 126 of the tray table 122 and the forward-facing side 4 of the

backrest 1 4 when the tray table 122 is stowed. Traditionally, this area behind the tray table

122 is empty and generally only includes the material forming the surface of the aft-facing

side 116 of the backrest 104. By providing the amenities panel 132 in this area behind the

tray table 122, the amenities panel 132 can support a number of functions without sacrificing

any of the limited personal living space of the passenger.

[0040] The body 134 of the amenities panel 32 includes an aft-facing side 136 that faces

outward from the backrest 104. When the tray table 122 is stowed , the aft-facing side 136

faces the upper surface 126 of the tray table 122. In various examples, the body 134 is

dimensioned such that the amenities panel 132 is substantially covered by the tray table 122

when the tray table 122 is stowed. For example, in some cases, a majority of the aft-facing

side 136 may be covered by the tray table 122 when the tray table 122 is stowed. In such

examples, the amenities panel 132 may be hidden from view when the tray table 122 is

stowed (see FIG. 7A). The body 134 may be constructed from various materials including ,

but not limited to, various plastics, aluminum, stainless steel, aramid fibers, polycarbonate,

polypropylene, other metallic materials, composite materials, or other similar materials. In

other examples, the body 134 may be constructed from various flexible or elastic materials.

In some examples, the body 134 and the tray table 122 are constructed from the same

material, although they need not be.



[ 041 Optionally, in some examples, the amenities panel 132 includes a ledge 182

configured to abut an edge of the tray table 122 when the tray table 122 is in the stowed

position (see FIG. 2). In some of these examples, the ledge 162 may include a latch 164 or

other securing mechanism suitable for retaining the fray table 122 in the stowed posit ion

[ 042 As described above, the amenities panel 132 includes at least one convenience

feature. In some examples, the amenities panel 132 includes a plurality of convenience

features. The convenience feature may be various components or features that are provided

to enhance the travel experience for the passenger.

[ 043 In some cases, the convenience feature may be various stowage or holder features

including, but not limited to, a literature pocket 138, an electronics holder 140, cable stowage

142, a storage pocket. 144, a cup holder 146, a universal holder 148, a shelf 150 (see FIGs.

6A-B), and various other stowage or holder mechanisms. Compared to the literature pocket

130, these stowage or holder features on the amenities panel 132 are more easily

accessible, at a higher position such that they are visually in front of the passenger, and

allows for quick retrieval of any stored items.

[0044] In some cases, these stowage features may be recessed into the amenities panel

132, although they need not be. In various examples, these stowage features optionally

include retainers 158 to aid in retaining stowed items with the respective feature. The

retainers 158 may be various retaining mechanisms including, but not limited to, latches,

hooks, hook and loop fasteners, flexible bands, pins, bolts, snap-fit connectors, and various

other suitable retaining mechanisms in some examples, the type of retainer 158 may

depend on the type of stowage feature. For example, referring to FIG. 5 , the universal holder

148 may include a plurality of retainers 158 that are elastic bands to retain passenger items

166A-B, while the electronics holder 140 includes a retainer 158 that is a latch to retain a

tablet device 188 in position.

[0045] The storage features may be constructed from various materials. For example, in

some cases, the storage features may be constructed from a relatively rigid material that

may be similar to the material used to construct the amenities panel 132, although it need

not be. In such cases, the amount of space provided by the respective storage feature to

accommodate the passenger's items may be relatively fixed . As one non-limiting example,

the cup holder 146 may define a cup holder opening having a fixed dimension n other

examples, the storage feature may be constructed from a relatively flexible material such

that the storage feature can accommodate various items with various shapes and sizes. As

one non-limiting examples, the universal holder 148 may include a retainer 158 that is a



flexible band. As another non-limiting example, the storage pocket 144 may be a net

constructed from a network o bungee cords or other similar material.

[0048] In some examples, the various stowage features are pivotally connected to the

amenities panel 132 such that the stowage features are movable between a deployed

position and a stowed position. As one non-limiting example, the cup holder 146 is pivotally

connected to the amenities panel 132 and is movable between a stowed position (see FIG.

3) and a deployed position (see FIG. 6A). As another non-limiting example and referring to

F!Gs. 6A-B and 7B, the shelf 150 is pivotally connected to the amenities panel 32 and is

movable between a stowed position (see FIG 7B) and a deployed position (see FIG. 6A).

[0047] Optionally, the amenities panel 132 may define a cavity corresponding to a

particular type of stowage feature that is recessed into the amenities panel 132. For

example, the amenities panel 132 may define a cup holder cavity 160 configured to receive

the cup holder 146 when the cup holder 146 is in the stowed position . As another non-

limiting example, the amenities panel 132 may define a shelf cavity 172 configured to

receive the shelf 150 when the shelf 150 is in the stowed position. In some examples, the

cavity is configured to receive the corresponding stowage feature such that the stowage

feature is substantially flush with the aft-facing side 36 when stowed . As one non-limiting

examples, the cup holder cavity 160 may be configured to receive the cup holder 146 such

that the cup holder 146 is substantially flush with the aft-facing side 36 when in the stowed

position.

[004S] The convenience feature may also be various connectivity features including, but

not limited to, connectors such as USB ports 152, outlets or other ports, audio connectors, a

wireless charging system 154, near-field communication (NFC) systems 156 (such as for

payment systems or other NFG capable systems), and various other connectivity features in

certain examples, some of the connectivity features may be concealed by covers when not

in use. In certain cases, the covers may include a graphic, decal, text, or various other

indicators indicating the type of connectivity feature concealed by the particular cover.

[0049] In some examples, the convenience feature may also be various courtesy features

such as a mirror or other similar features. It will be appreciated that the convenience feature

may be various other types of features suitable for enhancing the travel experience of the

passenger, and the above-described features are for exemplary purposes only.

[00S0] As illustrated in FIGs. 3-5, each amenities panel 132 is customizable to include

various combinations of convenience features. Thus, the type of convenience feature

provided with the amenities panel 132 may be customized or adjusted depending on the



needs of he end consumer. Furthermore, within a single passenger seat assembly, the

convenience features on one amenities panel 132 do not necessarily need to be the same

as the convenience features on another amenities panel 132. Optionally, in some cases, the

amenities panel 32 may be omitted from one or more backrests 104 (see F G. 5).

[ 051 Referring to FIGs. 6A-B, a passenger seat assembly 200 is illustrated. The

passenger seat assembly 200 is substantially similar to the passenger seat assembly Q

except that the passenger seat assembly 1 0 includes a single backrest 104. As illustrated

in FIGs. 6A~B, the amenities panel 132 includes the cup holder 146, the universal holder

148, the shelf 150, and the wireless charging system 154 as convenience features.

[ 052 The shelf 150 is configured to provide a surface on which the passenger may

position some of his or her belongings. For example, in some cases, the shelf 150 may

support a phone, tablet, various other electronic devices, literature, or various other items in

some examples, the shelf 15 includes a body 1 having a width and a length. In certain

cases, support grooves 178 are defined along the length. The support grooves 176 provide

various locations at which the passenger may engage his or her item with the shelf 150,

such as to adjust an angle of a tablet device for viewing .

[00S3] In some examples, the body 170 includes a shelf extension 174. As illustrated in

FIGs. 6A-B, the shelf extension 174 is slidabie relative to the body 170 and is movable

between a stowed position (see FIG. 6A) and a deployed position (see FIG. 6B). In various

examples, the shelf extension 174 in the deployed position increases the surface area of the

shelf 150 on which the passenger may place his or her items.

[0054] FIGs. 7A-B illustrate the positioning of the amenities panel 32 on the backrest 04.

As illustrated in FIG. 7A, when the tray table 122 (shown in dashed lines) is in the stowed

position , the tray table 122 substantially covers the amenities panel 132 such that the

amenities panel 132 is hidden from view (i.e., a majority of the amenities panel 132 is within

the dashed line boundary indicating the edges of the tray table 122). in other words, the

amenities panel 132 is covered by the tray table 22 when the tray table 22 is in the stowed

position . To access the amenities panel 132, the tray table 122 is moved to the deployed

position (see FIG. 7B). In various examples, the tray table 122 may be stowed with items

inside the amenities panel 132 if those items do not interfere with the normal stowing and/or

deploying of the tray table 122 (e.g. , if an item is within a recessed pocket or has dimensions

that do not interfere with the stowing of the tray table 122) In other examples, items that

interfere with the stowing of the tray table 122 are removed from the amenities panel 132

before the tray table 122 is stowed .



[Q05S] FiGs. 8A-C illustrate various exemplary combinations o convenience features on

the amenities panel 32. it will be appreciated that the amenities panels are illustrated for

exemplary purposes only and various other combinations of convenience features may be

provided on the amenities panel 32.

[ 058 A collection o exemplary embodiments, including at least some explicitly

enumerated as ECs (Example Combinations), providing additional description of a variety

of embodiment types in accordance with the concepts described herein are provided below.

These examples are not meant to be mutually exclusive, exhaustive, or restrictive, and the

invention is not limited to these example embodiments but rather encompasses all possible

modifications and variations within the scope of the issued claims and their equivalents

[00S7] EC 1 A passenger seat comprising : a backrest comprising a forward-facing side

and an aft-facing side; a tray table comprising an upper surface and a lower surface, the tray

table pivofaily connected to the backrest and movable between a stowed position and a

deployed position ; and an amenities panel connected to the backrest and positioned

between the forward-facing side of the backrest and the upper surface of the tray table when

the tray table is in the stowed position, the amenities panel comprising at least one

convenience feature.

[0058] EC 2 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the amenities panel comprises an aft-facing side, and wherein the aft-

facing side of the amenities panel faces the upper surface of the tray table when the tray

table is in the stowed position.

[0059] EC 3 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises a shelf comprising a

body defining a support surface, and wherein the shelf is pivotabie relative to the aft-facing

side of the amenities panel between a stowed position and a deployed position when the

tray table is in the deployed position .

[0060] EC 4 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the support surface comprises support grooves extending across a

width of the shelf.

[0061] EC 5 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the shelf further comprises a shelf extension, wherein a width of the

shelf extension is less than a width of the body of the shelf, and wherein the shelf extension

is slidabie relative to the body of the shelf between a deployed position and a stowed

position when the tray table is in the deployed position.



[ 062 EC 6 . The passenger seal of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the aft-facing side of the amenities pane! defines a shelf-receiving

cavity, wherein the shelf is positionable within the shelf-receiving cavity when the shelf is in

the stowed position, and wherein a lower surface of the shelf is substantially flush with the

aft-facing side of the amenities panel when the shelf is in the stowed position.

[ 063 EC 7 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises a cup holder, wherein

the cup holder is pivotaliy connected to the amenities panel and movable between a stowed

position and a deployed position, and wherein the amenities panel further defines a cup

holder cavity configured to receive the cup holder when the cup holder is in the deployed

posit ion

[0064] EC 8 The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises an electronics

connector, and wherein the amenities panel further comprises an electronics connector

cover configured to selectively cover the electronics connector when not in use.

[006S] EC 9 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the passenger seat further comprises an in-Fiight Entertainment

monitor connected to the electronics connector.

[0066] EC 10 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises at least one of a

bungee pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee band, a mirror, a wireless payment system,

cable storage, or a wireless charging system.

[0067] EC 11. The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the amenities panel comprises a plurality of convenience features.

[0068] EC 12 . An amenities panel for a passenger seat comprising: a body comprising an

aft-facing side, the body configured to connect to a backrest of the passenger seat and be

positioned between a forward-facing side of the backrest and a stowed tray table; and at

least one convenience feature on the aft-facing side.

[0069] EC 13 . The amenities panel of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises a shelf comprising a

body defining a support surface, and wherein the shelf is pivotabie relative to the aft-facing

side of the amenities panel between a stowed position and a deployed position.



[ 070 EC 14 . The amenities panel of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the shelf further comprises a shelf extension, wherein a width of the

shelf extension is less than a width of the body of the shelf, and wherein the shelf extension

is slidabie relative to the body of the shelf between a deployed position and a stowed

posit ion

[ 071 EC 15 . The amenities panel of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the a!t-facing side defines a shelf-receiving cavity, wherein the shelf

is positionable within the shelf-receiving cavity when the shelf is in the stowed position , and

wherein a lower surface of the shelf is substantially flush with the aft-facing side of the

amenities panel when the shelf is in the stowed position.

[0072] EC 18 . The amenities panel of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises at least one of a cup

holder, an electronics connector, a bungee pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee band, a

mirror, a wireless payment system, cable storage, or a wireless charging system.

[0073] EC 17 . A passenger seat comprising: a backrest; a tray table connected to the

backrest and movable between a stowed position and a deployed position ; and an amenities

panel comprising at least one convenience feature, the amenities panel connected to the

backrest and positioned between the backrest and the tray table when the tray table is in the

stowed position.

[0074] EC 18 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the tray table substantially covers the amenities panel when the tray

table is in the stowed position.

[007S] EC 19 . The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the at least one convenience feature comprises at least one of a

shelf, a cup holder, an electronics connector, a bungee pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee

band, a mirror, a wireless payment system, cable storage, or a wireless charging system.

[0076] EC 20. The passenger seat of any of the preceding or subsequent example

combinations, wherein the amenities panel comprises a plurality of convenience features.

[0077] It should be emphasized that the above-described aspects are merely possible

examples of implementations, merely set forth for a clear understanding of the principles of

the present disclosure. Many variations and modifications can be made to the above-

described ernbodiment(s) without departing substantially from the spirit and principles of the

present disclosure. All such modifications and variations are intended to be included herein

within the scope of the present disclosure, and all possible claims to individual aspects or



combinations of elements or steps are intended to be supported by the present disclosure.

Moreover, although specific terms are employed herein, as well as in the claims that follow,

they are used only in a generic and descriptive sense, and not for the purposes of limiting

the described invention, nor the claims that follow.



CLAIMS

T hat which is claimed is:

. A passenger seat comprising :

a backrest comprising a forward-facing side and an a!t-facing side;

a tray table comprising an upper surface and a lower surface, the tray table pivotally

connected to the backrest and movable between a stowed position and a

deployed position ; and

an amenities panel connected to the backrest and comprising at least one

convenience feature, wherein the amenities panel is positioned between the

forward-facing side of the backrest and the upper surface of the tray table

when the tray table is in the stowed position such that the at least one

convenience feature is covered by the tray table when the tray table is in the

stowed position.

2 . The passenger seat of claim , wherein the amenities panel comprises an aft-facing

side, and wherein the aft-facing side of the amenities panel faces the upper surface

of the tray table when the tray table is in the stowed position.

3 . The passenger seat of claim 2 , wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises a shelf comprising a body defining a support surface, and wherein the

shelf is pivotabie relative to the aft-facing side of the amenities panel between a

stowed position and a deployed position when the tray table is in the deployed

position.

4 . The passenger seat of claim 3 , wherein the support surface comprises support

grooves extending across a width of the shelf.

5 . The passenger seat of claim 3 , wherein the shelf further comprises a shelf

extension, wherein a width of the shelf extension is less than a width of the body of

the shelf, and wherein the shelf extension is siidabie relative to the body of the shelf

between a deployed position and a stowed position when the tray table is in the

deployed position .



6 . The passenger seat of claim 3 , wherein the aft-facing side of the amenities panel

defines a shelf-receiving cavity, wherein the shelf is positionable within the shelf-

receiving cavity when the shelf is in the stowed position , and wherein a lower

surface of the shelf is substantially flush with the aft-facing side of the amenities

panel when the shelf is in the stowed position.

7 . The passenger seat of claim 2 , wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises a cup holder, wherein the cup holder is pivotally connected to the

amenities panel and movable between a stowed position and a deployed position,

and wherein the amenities panel further defines a cup holder cavity configured to

receive the cup holder when the cup holder is in the deployed position.

8 . The passenger seat of any of claim , wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises an electronics connector, and wherein the amenities panel further

comprises an electronics connector cover configured to selectively cover the

electronics connector when no in use.

9 . The passenger seat of claim 8 , wherein the passenger seat further comprises an In-

Flight Entertainment monitor connected to the electronics connector.

10 . The passenger seat of claim 1, wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises at least one of a bungee pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee band, a

mirror, a wireless payment system, cable storage, or a wireless charging system.

11. The passenger seat of claim 10 , wherein the amenities panel comprises a plurality

of convenience features.

2 . An amenities panel for a passenger seat comprising:

a body comprising an aft-facing side, the body configured to connect to a backrest of

the passenger seat and be positioned between the backrest and a stowed

fray table; and

at least one convenience feature on the aft-facing side

13 . The amenities panel of claim 12 , wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises a shelf comprising a body defining a support surface, and wherein the



shelf is pivotabie relative to the aft-facing side of the amenities panel between a

stowed position and a deployed position.

14 The amenities panel of claim 3 , wherein the shelf further comprises a shelf

extension, wherein a width of the shelf extension is less than a width of the body of

the shelf, and wherein the shelf extension is slidable relative to the body of the shelf

between a deployed position and a stowed posit ion

15 The amenities panel of any of claim 3 , wherein the aft-facing side defines a shelf-

receiving cavity, wherein the shelf is positionable within the shelf-receiving cavity

when the shelf is in the stowed position, and wherein a lower surface of the shelf is

substantially flush with the aft-facing side of the amenities panel when the shelf is in

the stowed position.

16 . The amenities panel of claim 12 , wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises at least one of a cup holder, an electronics connector, a bungee pocket, a

literature pocket, a bungee band, a mirror, a wireless payment system, cable

storage, or a wireless charging system.

17 . A passenger seat comprising:

a backrest;

a tray table connected to the backrest and movable between a stowed position and a

deployed position ; and

an amenities panel comprising at least one convenience feature, the amenities panel

connected to the backrest and positioned between the backrest and the tray

table when the tray iable is in the stowed position .

18 . The passenger seat of claim 17 , wherein the tray table substantially covers the

amenities panel when the tray table is in the stowed position

19 The passenger seat of claim 17 , wherein the at least one convenience feature

comprises at least one of a shelf, a cup holder, an electronics connector, a bungee

pocket, a literature pocket, a bungee band, a mirror, a wireless payment system,

cable storage, or a wireless charging system.



20. The passenger seat of claim 9 , wherein the amenities panel comprises a plurality

of convenience features.
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